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CAP: Community Activity Prediction
Based on Big Data Analysis
Yin Zhang, Min Chen, Shiwen Mao, Long Hu, and Victor C. M. Leung
Abstract
Crowd sensing harnesses the power of the crowd by mobilizing a large number of
users carrying various mobile and networked devices to collect data with the intrinsic multi-modal and large-volume features. With traditional methods, it is highly
challenging to analyze the vast data volume generated by crowd sensing. In the
era of big data, although several individual-oriented approaches are proposed to
analyze human behavior based on big data, the common features of individual
activity have not been fully investigated. In this article, we design a novel community-centric framework for community activity prediction based on big data analysis. Specifically, we propose an approach to extract community activity patterns by
analyzing the big data collected from both the physical world and virtual social
space. The proposed approach consists of community detection based on singular
value decomposition and clustering, and community activity modeling based on
tensors. The proposed approach is evaluated with a case study where a real
dataset collected over a 15-month period is analyzed.

A

s a novel means of generating data, crowd sensing has already become prevalent and attracted
extensive attention from both academia and
industry. Traditionally, the research on crowd
sensing has been focused on the programming framework
[1], incentive mechanism [2], and its applications in various
networking systems (e.g., vehicular social networks [3]).
However, the problem of effective analysis of crowd sensing
data has not been well addressed. This is largely because the
scale of crowd sensing data collected in limited ways is not
large, and such data can still be processed via traditional
methods.
The proliferation of mobile devices and their enhanced
onboard sensing capabilities are some of the major forces
that drive the explosion of mobile sensing data. Furthermore, advances in social networking and cyber-physical systems are making mobile sensing data “big” and increasingly
challenging for analysis with existing processing methods.
There is a compelling need to develop effective big data
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analysis techniques for crowd sensing data, which is the
focus of this article.
With its fast growing scale, crowd sensing data will soon
exhibit the 4V characteristics of big data, making such datasets
drastically different from the traditional datasets [4]:
• Volume: The volume of such a dataset will be so big that it
cannot be processed by traditional information technology
(IT) and software/hardware tools within a tolerable time
[5].
• Variety: Crowd sensing data have various modalities with
respect to time, position, and track information.
• Velocity: Thanks to the development of mobile device and
mobile networks, mobile sensing data can be generated
rapidly in real time.
• Veracity: Raw mobile sensing data may include numerous
noise signals, as well as redundant and erroneous information.
In order to extract maximum values through effective
analysis of crowd sensing data, typically, various techniques such as machine learning, information transmission,
social networking, and graph clustering methods can be
utilized. By analyzing crowd sensing data, individual
behavior patterns can be extracted, which could be useful
for guiding and improving people’s daily life. Most of the
existing crowd sensing research is focused on data collection [1, 6] or individual human behavior analysis [7–9]. In
[9], Sohn et al. propose a Bayesian network model to predict the individual activity rates of nascent entrepreneurship and new business ownership. In [10], Peng et al.
propose a scheme based on conditional random fields
(CRF) to model the forwarding behavior of microblog
users. In [11], Fatima et al. develop a unifying framework
for individual activity recognition-based behavior analysis
and action prediction.
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Figure 1. The proposed CAP framework.

Since 2012, in addition to individual activity, collective
human behaviors have attracted considerable attention in the
research community. There are several interesting works on
this aspect, although they just analyze data in a particular
domain. In [12], Yuan et al. present a recommendation system
called T-finder based on the probability sequence to collect
both passengers’ mobility patterns and taxi drivers’ pickup/drop-off behaviors, and provide drivers and people intending to take a taxi with useful recommendations. In [13],
Calabrese et al. propose a new model to predict the location
of a person over time based on individual and collective
behaviors.
Although these earlier works demonstrate the value of collective behavior analysis, little research has been done that is
focused on community activity prediction (CAP) based on big
data analysis. Indeed, CAP is extremely valuable in the
paradigm of big data for the following reasons:
• Low complexity: With CAP, it is not necessary to create
activity models for each person; only one model is needed
for a community consisting of several individuals with similar behavior patterns. CAP reduces the complexity of big
data modeling and analysis.
• High efficiency: Although it is hard to guarantee absolute
correctness of customized service, CAP can quickly discover
the majority’s demands according to the analysis of a community activity model. In other words, CAP is more concerned with efficiency than accuracy.
The crowd sensing data from numerous participating individuals are usually complex and with multiple dimensions.
With CAP, we can predict community activity and customize
services for the community that may replace individualized
service in some scenarios. However, the following challenging
issues have to be addressed in CAP.
• Community-centric: Within the large amount of data collected by mobile sensing, a human is an abstract logic unit
comprising digital content in the cyber space, location in
the physical space, and activities in society. It is challenging
to analyze the complex relationship among the high-dimensional multimodal variables. CAP should exploit community-centric classifications of individual activities to simplify
the analysis of crowd sensing data.
• Unified presentation: There are many differences in encoding, format, structure, and other aspects among various
datasets. It is still an open problem to find an efficient
model for a unified presentation of all community-centric
data sensed by different platforms and technologies from
multiple fields.
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• Efficient analysis: Due to the high generation rate of crowd
sensing data, the analysis will consume a large amount of
computational resources. Hence, as in other big data applications, it is a great challenge to efficiently explore the hidden masses of heterogeneous data to identify the scientific
value in CAP.
Through the community activity features in our society, this
article proposes an approach to analyze and predict community activity. With the proposed approach, activity data from
individuals are first collected. Then we create models for analyzing the relationships among individual, community, and
activity with singular value decomposition (SVD), clustering,
and tensors. Finally, we predict future activities of the community and provide customized services. More specifically,
this article makes the following contributions to crowd sensing
data analysis:
• We propose a method based on SVD to discover communities in high-dimensional multimodal data. It is a comprehensive community-centric classification according to the
features of individual activities in the physical world and
social networking.
• We establish a fusion and analytic model for crowd sensing
big data, which breaks through the barriers between the
physical world and virtual cyber space. It provides a unified
presentation for individual activity data, as well as a tensorbased model for integration from three domains: spacetime, community, and activity.
• We develop a novel theory to extract feature information
and identify activity patterns from community activity data
by utilizing tensor decomposition. Furthermore, we evaluate the performance of CAP with a case study to demonstrate its efficacy in predicting community activity.

Framework for Community Activity Prediction
Framework
CAP includes data acquisition, data preprocessing and transmission, data storage, and data analysis and application as
other big data applications. More specifically, CAP shall:
• Acquire and analyze a large amount of individual activity
data with mobile sensing.
• Cluster the acquired crowd sensing data into different communities according to activity features.
• Analyze and mine the activity data of each community.
Figure 1 illustrates the five layers of the CAP framework (i.e.,
data sensing, data preprocessing, relation mapping, community activity analysis, and application):
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Figure 2. Four individual activity models are integrated into one community activity model.

• Sensing: To collect individual activity data by crowd sensing.
• Preprocessing: This layer consists of three modules: a filter, a
reducer, and an integrator. After raw data collection, this
layer will filter out invalid data, reduce redundant data, and
preliminarily integrate individual activities into communities.
• Mapping: This layer consists of two modules, SVD and
clustering. It first utilizes SVD to reduce the dimension
and compresses the volume of data in order to reduce
the complexity of data processing. It then generates not
only an integrated community activity dataset, but also
an individual-community relation mapping after clustering.
• Analysis: This layer utilizes tensors and related mathematical methods to analyze the community activity data and
extract the features.
• Application: According to the analytical results, we can gain
useful understanding of the activity features of each community, and provide further services such as individual
activity prediction and customized recommendation.
Mapping and analysis are the two key components of CAP.
We provide more detailed discussions of these two components later.
The dataset used in this article is the individual activity
data collected by the EPIC Lab of Huazhong University of
Science and Technology through the five-layer framework discussed above. 1 The dataset includes various activities from
both the physical world and social network. We use the data
from a period of 12 months, from July 2012 to July 2013, as
training data for the analyzer; and the data from a period of
three months, from August 2013 to October 2013, as verification data. We then check whether the analytical results and
1

This datatest is available at
http://epic.hust.edu.cn/minchen/files/dataset.zip
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the predicted activities through the model are consistent with
the actual measured data.
We design two models for storage and processing of this
dataset, which are discussed in the following.

Individual Activity Model
In social activities, each activity can be identified by three elements (i.e., time, arena, and individual). Each item of the
individual activity data recorded by mobile sensing should
include these three pieces of information. We then define the
individual activity model (IAM) as
IAM: <Time, Arena, Individual, Activity>,
where Time records the time of the activity, Arena records the
location of the activity, Individual records the activity participant, and Activity records the activity type. In CAP, the metadata acquired is based on the IAM model.

Community Activity Model
Because the raw data includes numerous invalid or redundant
data, they need to be preprocessed to increase the veracity
and reduce the volume. Through preprocessing, the IAMs are
integrated into the community activity model (CAM), which is
defined as
CAM: <Time, Arena, Community, Activity>.
In the CAM model, the meanings of Arena and Activity are
the same as that in IAM. Time does not mean a time instance,
but a time window, while Community records all the individuals who conduct the same activity in the same time period at
the same location. Figure 2 illustrates that four IAMs, each of
which stores an individual’s activity, can be integrated into
one CAM record recording the activity of a community consisting of these four individuals.
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Figure 3. Big data analysis based on tensors.

Mapping and Analysis in CAP
Mapping
Due to the large dataset, analyzing the record of each
individual independently is a highly complicated task. We
need to merge the data items with the same activity features using CAM and form an individual-community mapping relationship, thus reducing the complexity of data
analysis.
Take the following 119 × 47 matrix as an example, which is
generated in the case study discussed later. In this matrix, aij
= 1 means that individual j is classified as belonging to community i, and a ij = 0 indicates that individual j does not
belong to community i.
⎛
⎜
⎜
Community ⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

Individual

0
0

1
1

1
0

0
0

… 1 0
… 0 1
 
… 1 0
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⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

After SVD, we compress the 119 × 47 matrix into three
matrices with dimensions 119 × 3, 3 × 3, and 3 × 47. From
the singular value matrix, we can see that the first column of
the left singular matrix and the first row of the right singular
matrix feature the highest importance. Through further analysis, the absolute value of the first column in the left singular
matrix approximately reflects the quantity of individuals
included in each community, and the absolute value of the
first row in the right singular matrix approximately reflects the
quantity of times each individual appears in different communities.
From the singular value matrix, we find that the second and
third singular value better approximate the initial matrix.
Therefore, we select the last two dimensions of the left singular vectors U and the right singular vectors V, and project
them into a second-order coordinate system. It is important to
note that the reason for making individuals participate in the
clustering analysis is because each independent individual can
also be regarded as a community with only one element. After
clustering, all the individuals can be classified into six communities in this example. This kind of community relation mapping can further compress the data storage space and reduce
the complexity of data analysis.
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Analysis
Figure 3 illustrates the three steps of CAP analysis. We discuss these steps in the following:
• Tensor initialization: According to the definition of CAM,
the data obtained from the earlier steps are in the form of
fourth-order tensors. Since in the social activity time and
arena can be merged, we can further simplify the fourthorder CAMs to third-order tensors.
• Tucker decomposition: Based on the initial tensor, we can
obtain a core tensor and three projection matrices U (g) ,
U(a), U(ta) after Tucker decomposition.
• Approximate tensor: Finally, we obtain the approximate tensor.
The physical meaning of the approximate tensor lies in that it
can represent the community activity rules approximately.
Compared to the initial tensor, the values of many elements
in the approximate tensor have been changed from zero to
non-zero values, representing whether a community conducts
an activity in a certain time period and arena. Our prediction
about the trend of changes also reflects an assessment value of
a community engaging in a certain activity in the next future
period. The higher the assessment value, the larger the probability of this community engaging in the activity, and vice versa.
The elements marked in Fig. 3 are all greater than 0.1, and
each one’s value is different from that in the initial tensor.
Utilizing these assessment values, we can create a model
for the community activity, and apply the model for prediction
and individualized recommendation. For example, if the
assessment value of a certain community going to a shopping
mall is extremely high, we can send not only the preference
and discount information of the relevant sellers to the individuals in the community, but also the traffic status to the shopping mall to each user, and can even order a taxi and food for
such an individual in advance.

Case Study
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
CAP approach from two prospectives, i.e., the ratio of reducing the dimension and complexity of raw data, and the accuracy of prediction.

Compression Ratio
In three layers of the five-layer CAP framework — preprocessing, relation mapping, and analysis — the crowd sensing
data is transformed as follows:
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through the five-layer framework of CAP. According to the
memory consumption during the data analysis, the actual
compression ratio is about 8 percent. The compression ratio
results discussed above are presented in Fig. 4.

Compression ratio
Actual value: 8%

Accuracy

Theoretical value: 0.13%

In order to describe the CAP of approximate tensors more
precisely, we set a threshold value. When the assessment
value is greater than the threshold value, this element predicts
that the community will conduct the corresponding activity,
and vice versa. We take different threshold values, and compare the obtained results with the verification dataset.
There are 25 samples in the verification dataset. The accuracy rate and hit rate of the CAP results at different threshold
values can be computed as follows:

Clustering: 20.73%
SVD: 9.06%
Preprocessing: 7.15%

hit number
prediction number
hit number
.
hit rate =
sample number
accuracy rate =

From the CAP results presented in Table 1 and Fig. 5, it
can be seen that with a smaller threshold value, there are
more positive predictions. If the threshold value is increased,
the accuracy rate will be lower but the hit rate will be higher.
Moreover, over a longer period of time, both accuracy rate
and hit rate are considerably improved. In particular, when
the threshold value is 0.3, both the accuracy rate and hit rate
are acceptable.

Figure 4. Compression ratio in each step.
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Figure 5. Accuracy and hit rates in different periods.
• Preprocessing: As introduced earlier, the raw dataset consists of 5342 IAMs, which are integrated into 382 CAMs
after preprocessing, wherein there are 357 training data and
25 test data. The compression ratio is 7.15 percent.
• Relation mapping: In the training dataset, 47 individuals
appear in 119 different communities. There are two modules in this layer. In the SVD module, the relationships
between individuals and communities can be represented by
a 119 × 47 matrix for the training data. After SVD, the
matrix is compressed into three matrices with dimensions
119 × 3, 3 × 3, and 3 × 47, respectively. Thus, the compression ratio of SVD is 9.06 percent. In the cluster module, the
357 training data items based on CAMs are integrated into
74 CAMs from six communities, and the compression ratio
of the cluster module is 20.73 percent.
• Analysis: In the data analysis layer, the size of the approximate tensor is equal to the initial tensor after Tucker
decomposition.
Theoretically, the volume of raw data can be reduced to as
low as 0.13 percent. However, data structures are transformed
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In this article, we have proposed a CAP method based on
big data analysis. The proposed approach consists of community detection based on SVD and clustering, and community activity modeling based on tensors. The proposed
scheme has been validated with a case study using a dataset
captured over a 15-month period. Not only can the CAP
approach achieve good prediction performance, but it can
also effectively reduce the complexity of data. Furthermore,
we have shown that a moderate threshold of assessment
value in the approximate tensor can improve both the reliability and accuracy of CAP. With the advantages of low complexity and acceptable reliability and accuracy, CAP can be
applied in multiple fields, such as customized recommendation services, smart grid, intelligent city, and other big data
applications.
CAP in this article refers to the offline modeling of historical data within a period. For future work, we will investigate
how to process the individual activity data in an online manner and update the existing model dynamically.
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